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Kremlin sparkle: Russian museum 
showcases celebrity jewels

This combination of file pictures created shows rapper
Cardi B (left) at the 2018 MTV Video Music Awards at
Radio City Music Hall in New York; and rapper Nicki
Minaj at the 2018 MTV Video Music Awards at Radio
City Music Hall in New York. — AFP

Brief, angry confrontation
in New York pits 

Nicki Minaj against Cardi B

Two of America’s most prominent rap and hip-hop
artists, Nicki Minaj and Cardi B, nearly came to
blows in a brief but explosive confrontation during

New York’s Fashion Week. Videos on Twitter and
YouTube showed the two women, who were on a sec-
ond-floor balcony above a red carpet event late Friday,
being separated by their security guards as Cardi B
curses her rival before throwing a shoe at her. Minaj was
reportedly not hurt. But a photo taken immediately after-
ward shows Cardi B with a large bump just above her
left eye. The Variety website said one of Minaj’s guards
elbowed her during the melee.

It was not immediately known what touched off the
dispute, but gossip site TMZ said Cardi B, the first female
rapper to have had multiple No. 1 songs on the Billboard
Hot 100 chart, had accused the older Minaj, one of the
best-selling musical artists now performing, of spreading
“lies” about her.  In a subsequent Instagram post, the 25-
year-old Cardi B complained-without naming names-that
her rival had gone too far when she criticized Cardi B’s
qualities as a mother. Cardi B had a child in July with fel-
low rapper Offset. Cardi B gained enormous notoriety in
the US musical world last year with the release of her
song “Bodak Yellow,” with its references to her past as a
strip-tease dancer trying to make ends meet. Minaj, 35,
has sold more than five million albums worldwide and
won 10 Grammy nominations. — AFP

A woman dressed as a tree with the group The Forgotten Solution, poses for a picture at Civic Center Plaza after marching at the ‘Rise For Climate’ global action in downtown San Francisco, California. 
“Rise For Climate” is a global day of action demanding real climate solutions from local leaders. — AFP

Once worn by global celebrities ranging from Sofia
Loren to Naomi Campbell, hundreds of priceless
emerald, diamond and pearl pieces of jewelry go on

show at the Kremlin starting Friday. The collection spans 130
years of the Bulgari luxury brand, now part of France’s
LVMH group, and contains 511 creations shown at the
Moscow Kremlin Museums in an exhibit named “Tribute to
Femininity”. It includes pieces from the 1870s-the first cre-
ated by company founder Sotirio Bulgari-and jewelry incor-
porating gems and even ancient Greek and Roman coins.
About 100 of the items come from private collectors.

Bulgari has bought famous jewelry worn by actresses and
will present Elizabeth Taylor’s glittering collection as well as
another recently purchased from the family of Italian actress
Anna Magnani, the muse of directors Roberto Rossellini and
Pier Paolo Pasolini. The exhibit is “the richest of all time” for
the brand, Bulgari head Jean-Christophe Babin told AFP,
adding that the Kremlin “houses one of the biggest collec-
tions of jewels in the world”. “Russians have a great culture
of art, architecture, and jewelry,” Babin said, adding that the
Byzantine influence in Russia is also found in Bulgari, creat-
ed in 1884. Moscow Kremlin Museums house more than
13,000 Russian jewelry pieces dating from the 12th to the
20th century, some of which-like the Monomakh’s Cap and
the Imperial Crown of Russia-are exhibited in the Kremlin
Armoury. — AFP

A general view
shows the
Kremlin, the
History Museum
and the Cathedral
of Christ the
Savior in 
Moscow. — AFP

The beat goes
on for Palestinian
drum craftsman

Ayoub Al-Zaatari combines tradition and artistry in the
handmade drums he crafts in his workshop in the ancient
town of Hebron. The 55-year-old Palestinian learned his

trade from his father, and sells his clay drums in the occupied
West Bank and in Israel. It takes Zaatari about 40 minutes to
paint the body of the instruments, available in four sizes, and
then stretch and attach their animal hide drumheads. “The
leather is from our country and the clay is made from the soil of
our country, so we manufacture it all here,” he said.

Some of his customers, Zaatari said, buy the drums for wed-
ding celebrations, while others purchase the instruments as art
pieces for their homes. But sales have not been good for many
years. “We had a drop down in our business when imported
(products) arrived in the market and when people started to
use DJs in the weddings instead of the handmade drums,” he
said. “Despite that drop, I continued in this business although it
is shrinking - and in the last ten years, it has been dying.” The
drums cost between 7 and 35 shekels ($2-$10), depending on
their size and painted designs. — Reuters

A man jumps on ‘Jump Trump’ photo-installation in the Spanish Basque city of Getxo. French multimedia artist and
photographer Thomas Mailaender and Dutch art-director, artist, curator and the co-founder of advertising agency
KesselsKramer Erik Kessels have created a photo-installation where people jump from a trampoline on a mat with a
giant portrait of US president Donald Trump. — AFP


